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This paper introduces the notion of ekphrasis in the arts as a basis for de-
veloping a framework of creative designing. Ekphrasis is the transfor-
mation of a concept from one medium or domain (e.g. sculpture) to anoth-
er medium or domain (e.g. music). When used in design, ekphrasis enables 
the use of new processes afforded within the new domain that can produce 
new concepts not available in the original domain. We show how five 
known mechanisms of creative designing – emergence, analogy, combina-
tion, mutation and first principles – can be included in a general frame-
work as instantiations of ekphrasis. This framework is developed based on 
the function-behaviour-structure (FBS) ontology and its application to af-
fordances. 

Introduction 

Design researchers have sometimes drawn on the world of art as a source 
of inspiration for explaining or illustrating concepts of designing, mainly 
in the area of design creativity. Most of the metaphors presented in these 
studies remain on an informal level. Recently, the artistic concept of ek-
phrasis has been formalised and used as a basis for a computational model 
of creative designing [1, 2]. Ekphrasis is the transformation of a concept 
from one medium or domain to another medium or domain [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8]. Take as an example the mythical story of King Arthur and Excalibur, 
the foundation of the rightful sovereignty of the British. The precise nature 
of the story and what it exemplifies is not of interest here. What is of inter-
est is that the story is depicted in multiple other forms. It is expressed as a 
painting in Figure 1(a), as a sculpture in Figure 1(b), and as a movie in 
Figure 1(c). All three are examples of ekphrasis where the nature of the 
domain of expression allows for different expressions. 
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Fig1. King Arthur and Excalibur represented as (a) a painting, (b) as a sculpture, 
and (c) as a movie 

Ranjan et al. [9, 10] showed that the cross-domain interpretation of ar-
tistic ideas, i.e., ekphrasis, can be tested empirically and that such a cross-
domain interpretation of artistic ideas can be the basis of a form of crea-
tivity. In Gero’s [1, 2] model of ekphrasis, novel design concepts are the 
result of two instantiations of ekphrasis: One instantiation transforms the 
design representation from the original domain of designing to a new do-
main, leading to new processes that can operate on that representation. A 
second instantiation transforms the results of executing the new processes 
back into the original domain, leading to the production of new design 
concepts in that domain. Here the notion of a “domain” is understood as an 
agreed area of knowledge, which may include technological domains [11] 
and representational domains on a symbolic level. 

In this paper, we extend Gero’s [1, 2] model of ekphrasis by deriving a 
generic framework based on the function-behaviour-structure (FBS) ontol-
ogy and its application to representational affordances. These affordances 
are defined as the action possibilities of a designer when interacting with a 
design representation; e.g., calculating the area of a building when being 
shown a floor layout representation. We show how five known mecha-
nisms of creative designing – emergence, analogy, combination, mutation 
and first principles – can be viewed as instantiations of this framework. 
This has the advantage that creative design processes and techniques that 
traditionally have been studied separately can now be treated in a uniform 
way. Insights in creative designing may thus be more easily transferred 
across different methods and different domains, as they can be described 
using the same foundational model. 

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents foundations of de-
sign creativity using a state space view of designing. Section 3 develops an 
ontological framework of ekphrasis that is then extended to represent crea-
tive designing. Section 4 applies this framework to the mechanisms of 
emergence, analogy, combination, mutation and first principles. Section 5 
concludes the paper with a discussion of potential future work. 
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Creative Designing 

Boden [12] distinguished between “historical” (or h-) creativity and “psy-
chological” (or p-) creativity. For h-creativity, novelty is evaluated in rela-
tion to the history of humankind. The first steam engine was an example of 
a h-creative design. P-creativity implies novelty only with respect to the 
lifetime of an individual, for example a novice architect designing a high-
rise office building for the first time. 

An extension of Boden’s classification has been proposed by Suwa et al. 
[13] who added the notion of “situated” (or s-) creativity. S-creativity is 
defined with respect to the situation rather than to the outcomes of the pro-
cess. A design or design concept is viewed as s-creative if it is introduced 
for the first time in the ongoing design process. S-creativity is independent 
of any post hoc ascriptions of creativity to the product of designing. The 
concept of creativity used in this paper is the one of s-creativity. 

S-creativity allows a characterisation of the design process as either rou-
tine or non-routine [14, 15]. Routine designing is when the state space of 
possible designs is well defined, fixed and bounded at the beginning of the 
design process. Designing then consists of finding a specific set of values 
for known design variables and known ranges of values. This corresponds 
to a view of designing as search. No creativity is involved in this idealised 
view. Non-routine designing can be either innovative and creative. Innova-
tive designing assumes a well-defined, fixed and bounded set of design 
variables but modifies the ranges of values to be outside the norm. Crea-
tive designing introduces new design variables, so that the state space of 
possible designs is extended. Variables can be introduced additively, lead-
ing to an expanded design state space, or substitutively, leading to a shift 
of the design state space that may be disjoint from the original one [15]. A 
summary of this view of routine, innovative and creative designing is de-
picted in Figure 2. 

Five processes have been proposed that can lead to extensions of the de-
sign state space [15]: 
• Emergence: is the process of making implicit features in a representa-

tion explicit. 
• Analogy: is the process of extracting useful concepts in an existing de-

sign and introducing them into the current design. 
• Combination: is the process of forming a new concept from two or more 

separate ones. 
• Mutation: is the process of arbitrarily altering an existing concept. 
• First principles: is the process of using foundational concepts as the ba-

sis for designing. 
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Fig2. The state spaces of routine designs and innovative designs as subspaces of 
the state space of possible designs (as defined by a priori decisions), and the state 
space of creative designs as its superset (here depicted for additive variable intro-
ductions). 

Some of these processes have been studied separately from one another, 
often in different research domains and communities. Emergence is mostly 
the subject of research in visual cognition. Analogy, combination and mu-
tation are studied within design creativity research. First principles are 
mainly used in physics-based approaches such as mechanical engineering. 

This domain specificity makes the five processes difficult to apply in 
different domains, because every domain has its own set of representations 
that afford different processes operating on these representations [16]. A 
generic framework of creative designing that encompasses all five pro-
cesses would therefore need to include transformations of representations 
across various domains. Ekphrasis, which is concerned with transforming 
concepts from one domain into another, can provide the basis for such a 
framework. 

Modelling Creative Designing Using Ekphrasis 

An ontological framework of ekphrasis can be developed based on the 
FBS ontology and its application to representational affordances [16]. 

An Ontological View of Ekphrasis 
Here we provide a brief introduction of the FBS ontology and its use in 
representing affordance. More detail can be found in [16]. The FBS ontol-
ogy has been developed to represent a wide variety of artefacts including 
physical objects, software, processes and organisations [17]. Recently this 
ontology has also been applied to representations in design, as the basis for 
a model of representational affordances [16]. 

Structure (S) is defined as the components of an artefact and their rela-
tionships. The structure of representations includes symbolic or iconic 
constructs and their relationships. For instance, a graph-based representa-
tional structure of a building may consist of nodes (representing spaces in 
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the building) interconnected by arcs (representing topological relationships 
between the spaces). An iconic (geometric) representational structure of 
the building may consist of vectors (representing surfaces of the building’s 
shape). An evolutionary representation of the building may consist of 
genes (representing the layout of the rooms). 

Behaviour (B) is defined as the attributes that can be derived from an ar-
tefact’s structure. External or exogenous effects may be needed to produce 
behaviour by interacting with the structure. These effects are often induced 
by the intentional actions of a user. Mental or physical operations typically 
establish the exogenous effects interacting with representations, producing 
attributes (i.e., behaviours) that describe the results of these operations. For 
instance, features of a graph-based representation are behaviours obtained 
by applying the exogenous effect of searching for specific patterns in the 
graph structure. The total amount of space in a geometric representation of 
a building is a behaviour obtained by applying the exogenous effect of us-
ing mathematical operations. A modified gene structure of the evolution-
ary representation of the building is a behaviour that may be obtained by 
applying crossover and mutation operators. 

Function (F) is defined as an artefact’s teleology (“what the object is 
for”). It is ascribed to behaviour by establishing a teleological connection 
between a human’s goals and measurable effects of the artefact. For in-
stance, allowing compliance checking in the early stages of designing may 
be a function of a graph-based representation of the building. Allowing 
engineering simulations such as thermal analysis may be a function of a 
geometric representation. Exploring alternative room layouts may be a 
function of the evolutionary representation. 

Affordances are the potential actions of a user interacting with an arte-
fact’s structure and thereby producing artefact behaviours. In the FBS on-
tology, these actions can be captured as exogenous effects. Figure 3 shows 
two shapes symbolising affordances and behaviour, respectively. For an 
affordance to produce behaviour, there needs to be a “fit” between the two. 
Conceptualising behaviour as including an “input port” or “receptor”, 
which metaphorically mirrors the shape of the affordance, illustrates this 
fit. Relevant aspects of affordances can be defined as input parameters of 
behaviour, and measurable effects of these affordances can be defined as 
output parameters. For example, the “open-ability” affordance of a door 
includes the amount and direction of force applied to the door. (We use the 
common “verb + -ility” convention for labelling affordances.) The speed 
with which the door opens when applying the force would be an output pa-
rameter associated with this input. 

In representational affordances, the input parameters describe design ac-
tions afforded by a design representation. Output parameters represent the 
effects of the design actions, including measures for the success of the ac-
tions with respect to a task-related goal. Take the example of the graph-
based building representation; an affordance called “pattern search-ability” 
provides the input of a behaviour that includes graph features as output. 
For the geometric building representation, an affordance may be called 
“space calcul-ability”, viewed as an input to a behaviour that includes the 
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total amount of space as output. For the genetic engineering representation, 
the affordances may be viewed to include “combin-ability” and “mutat-
ability”. 

 

 
Fig3. Behaviour (B) provides input parameters (Xin) representing relevant proper-
ties of affordances (A), and output parameters (Xout) representing measurable 
states produced. 

Ekphrasis can be viewed as a transformation of a representation from an 
original domain to a new domain from which new representational af-
fordances can be derived. Using the FBS ontology applied to representa-
tions, we can describe this as follows: 

Sdn = τ(Sdo)       (1) 
Bdn = τ(Sdn)       (2) 
where dn = new domain, do = original domain, τ = transformation. 
Bdn and Bdo, and Sdn and Sdo, respectively, are typically disjoint (i.e., 

Bdn ∩ Bdo = ∅, and Sdn ∩ Sdo = ∅) because they are based on the unique 
knowledge representations available in a domain. However, there may be 
exceptions as domains can overlap in various ways [18]. We will provide 
examples of such overlaps later in this paper. Fdn and Fdo are non-disjoint 
(i.e., Fdn ∩ Fdo ≠ ∅) because they are associated with the concept to be 
conveyed that transcends the different, domain-specific representations. 
Figure 4 uses a state space view to show the relations between the func-
tion, behaviour and structure of the representation before and after the ek-
phrasis. 

This ontological framework can be illustrated using the example of an 
artwork being represented as a poem, as shown in Figure 5. Thus, the orig-
inal domain (do) in this example is art, and the new domain (dn) is poetry. 
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Fig4. Ekphrasis as transformations of structure, behaviour and function: (a) Struc-
ture is transformed into a disjoint state space, (b) behaviour is transformed into a 
disjoint state space, and (c) function is transformed into a non-disjoint state space. 

The original structure (Sdo) of the artwork “Equinox” shown in Figure 5 
is a composition of blocks, cogwheels and paint. It is transformed into the 
new structure (Sdn) of the poem “Autumn Window”, which can be viewed 
as a composition of words and sentences. The two representational struc-
tures are completely disjoint from each other, based on the disjoint types of 
structure elements available in the two domains. 

 

 
Fig5. Example of ekphrasis transforming an artwork into a poem (Artwork by Ja-
net Manalo, poetry by Suzanne Bruce; http://www.ekphrasticexpressions.com). 

The original behaviour (Bdo) of “Equinox” includes attributes such as 
the distribution of paint and the area covered by the physical elements on 
the canvas. It also includes neurocognitive activities afforded by the art-
work, such as spatial focussing, 3D object recognition or mental simula-
tions. The new behaviour (Bdn) of “Autumn Window” includes different 
attributes that are specific to the domain of poetry, such as rhymes and 
rhythmic patterns. Similar to the artwork, this poem can also afford various 
neurocognitive activities. Yet, these activities are specific to the domains 
of poetry and text, and thus disjoint from those afforded by the artwork. 
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They include the syntactic and semantic interpretation of words and sen-
tences, and the recognition of specific textual patterns and poetic styles. 
The original function (Fdo) of “Equinox” can be interpreted as the goals of 
conveying or evoking emotional responses related to the concept of a be-
ginning autumn, or more generally of seasonal change, to the viewer. The 
new function (Fdn) of “Autumn Window” is the same as the one of “Equi-
nox”, yet the poem seems to augment it with the concept of a changing 
perception of time between youth and adulthood. 

A Model of Ekphrasis in Creative Designing 
We can develop an ontological framework of creative designing that is 
based on two consecutive instantiations of ekphrasis. A first ekphrasis E1 
at time tE1 transforms the representational structure Sdo(tE1) in the original 
design domain (do) into a representational structure Sdn(tE1) in a new do-
main (dn), and derives new representational affordances Bdn(tE1) in that 
new domain. This is represented in equations (3) and (4): 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1))      (3) 
Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1))      (4) 
Executing these affordances produces a new representation in domain 

dn, which is interpreted as a new representational structure (Sdn) to be 
used as a basis for a second ekphrasis E2 at time tE2: 

Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1))      (5) 
where ι = interpretation of execution results. 
A second ekphrasis transforms this representational structure back into 

the original domain (do), as a basis for further representational affordances 
that allow continuing designing in the original domain: 

Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2))      (6) 
Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2))      (7) 
This model of creative designing based on double ekphrasis is shown 

conceptually in Figure 6. This model can be extended using additional 
processes according to the FBS framework including the situated FBS 
framework [17]. For example, the process of evaluation can be added to 
address comparisons between multiple behaviours resulting from a set of 
transformations from structure to behaviour. 

Ekphrasis could be applied iteratively to move from the original domain 
to a new domain and then from the new domain to a second new domain, 
before returning to the original domain. 
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Fig6. Creative designing based on two instantiations of ekphrasis, E1 and E2, at 
times tE2 and tE2 

Processes of Creative Designing as Ekphrasis: Results 

In this Section, we show the results from how the processes that can ex-
tend the design state space fit in the model of creative designing based on 
ekphrasis. 

Emergence 
Emergence makes implicit features of a representation explicit. An exam-
ple of shape emergence is shown in Figure 7. Initially, only the three trian-
gles in Figure 7(a) were drawn. Implicit in this representation is the shape 
of a trapezoid that in this example of emergence was made explicit in Fig-
ure 7(b). 

The primary shapes (i.e. the triangles initially drawn) can be conceptual-
ized as a representation in the domain of line segments (drawn between 
vertices). This representation is thus a set of line segments and vertices: 
Sdo(tE1) = (line segments, vertices). They afford perceptive activities of 
searching triangles in the representation: Bdo(tE1) = (searching triangles). 
This supports the designer’s goal of reasoning about two-dimensional 
spaces in a building 
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Fig7. An example of emergence: (a) Three equilateral triangles, which are the on-
ly shapes explicitly represented; (b) one emergent form of a trapezoid moving that 
shape from being implicit to being explicit. (image taken from [19]) 

design: Fdo(tE1) = (to reason about spaces in a building design). 
The first ekphrasis transforms Sdo(tE1) from its original domain – the 

domain of line segments – into a new domain: the domain of maximal 
lines [19]. Maximal lines are lines that embed at least one line segment and 
do not belong to the domain of line segments [20]. Consequently, the new 
representational structure Sdn(tE1) is a set of maximal lines: 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1)) = (maximal lines)   (8) 
The maximal lines in Sdn(tE1) have various intersections that do not ex-

ist in Sdo, which affords searching shapes that were not necessarily intend-
ed initially: 

Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1)) = (searching shapes)   (9) 
The differences between the two domains in terms of representational 

function, behaviour and structure are summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1 Differences between representational F, B and S across the domain of line 
segments (do) and the domain of maximal lines (dn) during ekphrasis 1 

Ontological 
category 

Original domain (do) New domain (dn) 

F(tE1) to reason about spaces in a building design 

B(tE1) searching triangles searching shapes 

S(tE1) line segments, vertices maximal lines 
 
The trapezoid shape resulting from the search, as shown in Fig. 7(b) is 

then interpreted as a new representational structure being used as the basis 
for a second ekphrasis: 

Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1)) = (emergent trapezoid)  (10) 
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The second ekphrasis transforms Sdn(tE2) back in the original domain, 
turning the intersections into vertices, and the maximal lines into line seg-
ments between these vertices: 

Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2)) = (line segments, vertices)  (11) 
This affords the cognitive activity of searching trapezoids, yet now in 

the original domain: 
Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2)) = (searching trapezoids)  (12) 

Analogy 
This process uses ekphrasis to express a design in domains in which simi-
larities with the original domain can potentially be found. A popular do-
main for finding analogies is biology. An example of a biologically in-
spired design is the roof of the Munich Olympic Stadium, shown on the 
right-hand side of Fig. 8. Its tensile structure reminiscent of cobwebs (left-
hand side of Fig. 8) was a departure from traditional stadium roofs built 
using massive concrete. 

The initial design is represented as an optimisation problem consisting 
of geometric parameters of a massive stadium roof and an associated fit-
ness function: Sdo(tE1) = (geometric parameters of massive stadium roof, 
fitness function). This representation affords the use of suitable optimisa-
tion techniques: Bdo(tE1) = (applying optimisation techniques). This sup-
ports the designer’s goal of generating a design with optimised perfor-
mance (e.g. a roof with minimal weight): Fdo(tE1) = (to generate a roof 
design with minimal weight). 

 

 
Fig8. Example of analogy: The roof of the Munich Olympic Stadium was inspired 
by natural structures such as cobwebs 

The first ekphrasis transforms Sdo(tE1) from the domain of the built en-
vironment into the domain of biology: 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1)) = (problem represented biologically) (13) 
This problem representation affords search activities to find solutions in 

the biological world, for example by using a biomimetics database [21]: 
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Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1)) = (searching for biological solutions) (14) 
The differences between the two domains in terms of representational 

function, behaviour and structure are summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2 Differences between representational F, B and S across the domain of the 
built environment (do) and the domain of biology (dn) during ekphrasis 1 

Ontological 
category 

Original domain (do) New domain (dn) 

F(tE1) to generate a roof design with minimal weight 

B(tE1) applying optimisation tech-
niques 

searching for biological solu-
tions 

S(tE1) geometric parameters of mas-
sive stadium roof, fitness func-
tion 

problem represented biologi-
cally 

 
The result of the search for biological solutions in this example are the 

cobwebs shown in Figure 8. The phase in analogy-making that is con-
cerned with finding such an analogous solution is commonly called 
“matching” [22]. That solution is interpreted as a new representational 
structure to be used for a second ekphrasis: 

Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1)) = (structure of cobwebs)  (15) 
The second ekphrasis transforms Sdn(tE2) back in the domain of the 

built environment, formulating it as a modified optimisation problem that 
contains some of the design parameters describing cobwebs. This is what 
research in analogy in design refers to as the “mapping” phase [22]. We 
can write: 

Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2)) = (geometric parameters of cobwebs, fitness 
function)       
 (16) 

This structure affords the use of standard optimisation techniques in that 
domain: 

Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2)) = (applying optimisation techniques) (17) 
This optimisation results in the roof structure shown in Fig. 8. 

Combination 
Combination brings together two known concepts to form a new concept 
[23] that is an intersection between existing but commonly incompatible 
frames of reference [24]. For example, the concept of a chair can be com-
bined with the concept of a cradle to form the new concept of a rocking 
chair, as shown in Fig. 9. 

Using our model of ekphrasis, the process of combination in this exam-
ple can be represented as follows. The initial design is assumed to be a ge-
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ometrical representation of a chair: Sdo(tE1) = (geometry of a chair). This 
representation affords the use of various methods for detailing the design, 
such as deciding on the exact dimensions, materials, coatings and colours 
of the chair: Bdo(tE1) = (detailing the chair design). The designer’s goal 
associated with this representation is to produce a design that satisfies any 
given requirements: Fdo(tE1) = (to generate a chair design). 

 

 
Fig9. Example of combination: Combining a chair with a cradle to create a rock-
ing chair [25] 

The first ekphrasis transforms Sdo(tE1) from the domain of chairs into 
the more general domain of furniture, leading to a more general represen-
tation of a system that provides support. 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1)) = (support system)   (18) 
The new representation affords search activities to find forms for that 

support structure in the new domain: 
Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1)) = (searching forms)   (19) 
The differences between the two domains in terms of representational 

function, behaviour and structure are summarised in Table 3: 

Table 3 Differences between representational F, B and S across the domain of 
chairs (do) and the domain of furniture (dn) during ekphrasis 1 

Ontological 
category 

Original domain (do) New domain (dn) 

F(tE1) to generate a chair design 

B(tE1) detailing the chair design searching forms 

S(tE1) geometry of a chair support system 
 
The form of a cradle found during the search for forms is interpreted as 

a new representational structure providing input for a second ekphrasis: 
Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1)) = (form of a cradle)   (20) 
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The second ekphrasis transforms Sdn(tE2) from the domain of furniture 
back to the domain of chairs, by synthesising the design of a rocking chair 
that combines some structure features of a cradle with the initial chair de-
sign, as shown in Fig. 9: 

Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2)) = (geometry of a rocking chair) (21) 
This structure affords the use of similar detail design methods as prior to 

the first ekphrasis: 
Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2)) = (to generate a chair design)  (22) 

Mutation 
Mutation alters an existing concept. It can occur either homogeneously by 
changing the value of a design variable or heterogeneously by changing 
the class of design variable [15]. Heterogeneous mutation implies moving 
from one domain to another. For creative designing, it is mostly the heter-
ogeneous type of mutation that can produce a change in the design state 
space. An example is the mutation of a door’s hinges into a slider, which 
results in a different approach for opening and closing the door: from rota-
tional to linear movement, Figure 10. 

As an instance of ekphrasis, this example of mutation can be represented 
as follows. The initial door design is a structure representation of a door 
opening mechanism using hinges: Sdo(tE1) = (structure of a rotating door), 
which affords detail design methods: Bdo(tE1) = (detailing the door de-
sign). The designer’s goal associated with this representation is to produce 
a design that satisfies given requirements: Fdo(tE1) = (to generate a door 
design). 

 

 
(a)    (b) 
Fig10. Mutation of (a) a rotating door into (b) a sliding door 
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The first ekphrasis transforms Sdo(tE1) from the domain of physical 
mechanisms into the evolutionary domain, involving genes that encode 
various structure features of the door: 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1)) = (genes)    (23) 
With the intention to allow random changes in the genes, the new repre-

sentation affords the mutation of some of the geometrical elements: 
Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1)) = (applying mutation on genes) (24) 
The differences between the two domains in terms of the representation-

al function, behaviour and structure are summarised in Table 4. 
The result of the mutation in the new domain is a substitution of the 

gene encoding “angle” with a gene encoding “sliding length”. This is in-
terpreted as a new representational structure providing input for a second 
ekphrasis: 

Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1)) = (mutated gene)   (25) 
The second ekphrasis transforms Sdn(tE2) from the evolutionary domain 

back to the domain of physical mechanisms, by using knowledge that the 
new “sliding length” allows moving the door in a linear direction: 

Table 4 Differences between representational F, B and S across the domain of 
physical mechanisms (do) and the evolutionary domain (dn) during ekphrasis 1 

Ontological 
category 

Original domain (do) New domain (dn) 

F(tE1) to generate a door design 

B(tE1) detailing the door design applying mutation on genes 

S(tE1) geometry of a rotating door genes 
 
Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2)) = (structure of a sliding door)  (26) 
This structure affords the use of detail design methods including the se-

lection of a slider instead of hinges: 
Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2)) = (detailing the door design)  (27) 

First Principles 
This process transforms a design from the physical domain into the domain 
of algebra, where new variables can be introduced using dimensional vari-
able expansion [26, 27]. For example, the geometry of the beam shown in 
Fig. 11(a) is represented algebraically using two variables: length and ra-
dius. Both of these variables are then split into several variables (through a 
process called dimensional variable expansion), which – when transformed 
back into the physical world – describe beam segments of varying thick-
ness, thus turning the original beam into a composite beam, Fig. 11(b). 
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 (a)    (b) 

Fig11. Example of first principles (image from [27]): (a) original beam, (b) com-
posite beam after dimensional variable expansion 

The initial design is represented geometrically and physically: Sdo(tE1) 
= (beam shape, load conditions). This representation may initially afford 
searching for materials for the beam: Bdo(tE1) = (searching for beam mate-
rials). This behaviour supports the designer’s goal of generating a beam 
design that can resist a specific load: Fdo(tE1) = (to generate a design for 
supporting/lifting loads). 

The first ekphrasis transforms Sdo(tE1) from the domain of physics into 
the domain of algebra, using a set of algebraic equalities and inequalities: 

Sdn(tE1) = τ(Sdo(tE1)) = (algebraic equalities and inequalities) (28) 
This representation can afford various activities concerned with algebra-

ic reasoning, one of which is dimensional variable expansion (DVE): 
Bdn(tE1) = τ(Sdn(tE1)) = (applying DVE)   (29) 
The differences between the two domains in terms of the representation-

al function, behaviour and structure are summarised in Table 5. 

Table 5 Differences between representational F, B and S across the domain of 
physics (do) and the domain of algebra (dn) during ekphrasis 1 

Ontological 
category 

Original domain (do) New domain (dn) 

F(tE1) to generate a design for supporting/lifting loads 

B(tE1) searching for beam materials applying DVE 

S(tE1) beam shape, load conditions algebraic equalities and ine-
qualities 

 
The result of applying DVE is a set of algebraic equalities and inequali-

ties using new variables, which is interpreted as a new representational 
structure to be used for the second ekphrasis: 
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Sdn(tE2) = ι(Bdn(tE1)) = (algebraic equalities and inequalities using new 
variables)       (30) 

The second ekphrasis transforms Sdn(tE2) back into the physical do-
main, representing it as a composite beam with specified load conditions: 

Sdo(tE2) = τ(Sdn(tE2)) = (composite shape, load conditions) (31) 
This structure affords searching for materials, possibly different materi-

als for different beam segments: 
Bdo(tE2) = τ(Sdo(tE2)) = (searching for beam materials) (32) 

Conclusion 

Emergence, analogy, combination, mutation and first principles have been 
known as processes for creative designing, as they can alter the state space 
of possible designs. However, most of them have been studied only as in-
stances of designing in specific domains of design and computation. This 
has been an obstacle for understanding their commonalities and deriving a 
unifying framework for them. The previous section has shown that these 
five creative processes can be viewed as instances of a single framework 
of creative designing based on ekphrasis. Such a framework facilitates 
communication between researchers in different design disciplines and 
provides a new perspective to reframe existing ways of thinking about cre-
ative processes. 

The main limitation of the approach is that the notion of a domain is not 
formally defined in the literature. Consequently, the instantiation of the 
ekphrasis framework for specific examples of creative designing can be 
difficult, as one domain may not always be clearly distinguished from an-
other. For example, the domains of line segments and maximal lines (see 
section on emergence) may not appear fundamentally different from each 
other although mathematically they are disjoint indicating different do-
mains. 

Other processes can be investigated to fit into this framework, such as 
those listed in [28]. This would test its genericity beyond the five processes 
examined in this paper. An example is one of the oldest and most com-
monly known creative processes: Wallas’ [29] model of creative processes 
consisting of the four stages of preparation, incubation, illumination and 
verification. The incubation stage is akin to the first ekphrasis in our 
framework, as it involves the designer directing attention to an unrelated 
domain before a creative idea emerges and is used within the original de-
sign domain. There has been some debate as to whether it is the domain 
being attended to or simply the break from the original activity (via forget-
ting) that leads to a restructuring of the problem domain [30]. In both cas-
es, however, incubation can be seen as a transformation of a design repre-
sentation from the original domain to a new domain that affords new 
cognitive behaviours. 
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Finally, the concept of affordances used as a basis for the proposed 
framework provides the potential of further studies. In particular, the dis-
tinction between reflexive, reactive and reflective affordances [16] may be 
useful for refining the framework in a way that considers the situatedness 
of designing. This may help address questions such as whether the new de-
sign variables introduced in a design state space are the result of either ex-
ploration or search in the new domain. Some of the examples in this paper 
suggest that search in the new domain (e.g. searching analogical solutions 
in a biomimetics database) may suffice to generate new design variables. 
The three types of affordances may be used to characterize the different 
modes of reasoning in the new domain. 
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